Sticky Pictures, Al Teague’s Hero
Here are a couple of knock-outs to put
under the tree…
Scrapbook
Rejoice! No adhesive failures here. The
absolute best thing about Scrapbook is that
none of the pictures will fall out of its 481
pages. New from the editors of The Rodder’s Journal (TRJ), this hefty pictorial
tome is actually 27 scrapbooks from all
over the nation combined into one mam-

moth look backward at the automotive
crucible responsible for hot rodding.
As the title suggests, the photos are all
amateur contributions, some reproduced
just as they were found: cracked, dirty,
faded and fuzzy while others are perfect
jewels. It is in this TRJ antithesis that
readers find how the heartbeat of a performance nation began to beat, find its
rhythm and pound out a passion in rolling, hand-formed metal.
This hefty 10”x 11”x 1 1/4” volume of
vintage race cars, hot rods and customs is
the real deal, the raw, unpolished perspective. Call it the “Lincoln” approach:
by the rodder, of the racer and for the
enthusiast.
Chapter seven is all about Tom Cobbs,
a guy that editor Curt Iseli tells us is “just
about the most famous hot rodder that
you’ve never heard of.”
The photo from that late 1940s depicts
a windblown begoggled Cobbs beside his
Model A roadster stuffed with a 3-71
blown flathead top with a pair of carbs
that at first glance you think: “Those
things can’t possibly feed that huffer.”
It was Cobbs and Bud Fox that made
Alex Xydias’ coupe the iconic car it is
today. Alex has the “show”, but Fox and
Cobbs had the “go.” The partnership was,
as Iseli tells us, “lethal.”
Cobbs was also a great photographer
with a racer’s eye and the 20 pages of
images will drag you right back to the day
they were shot.

St. Louis bred Bob Hellmuth, the guy
who brings you Speedweek coverage in
Bonneville Racing News, has a chapter
that includes not only what came out of
St. Louis, but gives you a Midwesterner’s
peek at SoCal when he and his family
were invited to the July 17, 1955 opening
of Disneyland!
The shot on page 152 of the Trend,
Inc. offices where Robert Petersen, Wally
Parks, Tom Medley, Lynn Wineland, Eric
Rickman and company cranked out their
fledging auto
enthusiast magazines speaks of
humble beginnings
that would become
the unrivaled
empire of speed
reading worshipped
by hop up fanatics
worldwide. The
modest display in
the far left window
is a harbinger of
racing to come on
scale none of the
guys inside the
building could have
imagined at the time.
Rudy Johnson’s chapter with the history of Long Island’s Motor Masters car
club ought to be feature film. Well organized and thoroughly devoted to speed,
they developed a membership hierarchy,
had their own garage with an enviable
inventory of loaner tools and equipment,
including access to a car hauler that
brought the boys and their toys to races
in style.
Steve Box and Scotty Daniel skeedaddled out of Albuquerque for the
Bonneville Salt Flats via Los Angeles
returning seven days later and because
they brought a camera you see the whirlwind tour 62 years later.
“The Ghost of the Dry Lakes” chapter
shows you where Art Chisman’s #25 racer
came from. The early drag racing pics
will invigorate even the most jaded of
quarter-mile fans, see where customizers
took the plunge into fiberglass, metal
flake, candy colors and a cornucopia of
chrome.
This book gave me, despite three
decades of messing around with cars, a
broader perspective of how the nation’s
car culture and motorsports evolved,
grew and spilled out across the globe.
Where we are headed is so often inextricably linked to where we came from so
I wondered, did putting such an iconic
book together change Iseli?
“In several ways,” he shot back with
building enthusiasm, “The little nuances

and details that people shared once they
got comfortable talking to me helped
enhance and refocus my sense of history.
I have better understanding of what it
meant to make a car go faster or look
cooler and I am no longer burdened with
the weight of trying to make time stand
still in a rebuild. Scrapbook has absolutely made me a better hot rodder.”
See for yourself, get it at
www.roddersjournal.com and tell ‘em
LandSpeed sent ya.

Frank Lockhart – American Speed King
Frank Stallworth Lockhart’s abbreviated motorsports career continues to
inspire and encourage speed champions
more than 80 years after his death. When
I read that his final pit stop was in southern California at Forest Lawn Cemetery,
vivid connections came
flooding back.
This was also the final
resting place of land
speed racer and my ersatz
big brother Tom Senter
who idolized Lockhart.
When I passed out small
packets of Bonneville salt
for mourners to throw as
they lowered Tom’s coffin, Gale Banks thought I
was trying to give him
cocaine. Really. Tom
would have cracked up. I
bid him farewell by lighting up the tires on my
Hot Rod Magazine project car laying down a
20-foot strip of rubber. Tom would have
approved.
Besides being a wickedly funny writer,
capable photographer and fine editor,
Tom built killer engines and could emulate with cacophonous flair the sounds of
a snappy Ardun or rat motor on a speed
run across the salt.
His business card, Blackhawk Precision
Engines, was a tribute to Frank Lockhart
and his gorgeous Stutz Black Hawk land
speed racer powered by a supercharged
and intercooled V16 engine of his own
design that used four Miller dohc
straight-eight blocks and two crankshafts
geared in unison.
World Land Speed Record breaker Al
Teague, like Tom, also identified with,
and revered Lockhart. Both men were in
awe of the fact that without formal education he was able to achieve astonishing
racing results and enduring engineering
designs back in the 1920s, including winning the Indy 500 in 1926 with a three

lap lead as a rookie starting from the 20th
spot in 7th row.
To Tom and Al, Lockhart was “a natural” whose simple approach to complex
challenges made him unimpeachably brilliant to the boys; he did in five years what
most couldn’t if you gave them 50.
“He was self-made engineer,” noted
Teague who grew up in the same general
area as Lockhart, “He did all his own
mechanical work and achieved his goals
by working hard every day. He had great
timing, and in racing, timing is everything.”
Teague and Senter understood the
genius of Lockhart’s inlet manifold intercooler design (the revolutionary approach
is still used today with only minor changes), supercharger and connecting rod
improvements. They admired him for
being the first to use the locked differential, radius rods, modern type wheel

bearings, full belly pan and abandoning
the drag-inducing radiator and grille in
favor of an efficient ice tank.
Most impressive was his team’s use of
wind tunnels to polish the car’s bodywork. Wheel spats, which turned with the
wheels, gingerly flowed the air pressure
to negate open wheel wobble.
Yes, the center of pressure was aft of
the kingpins and dampened steering
response, but it improved stability and
you want all you can get when the tunnel
tests tell you the top end might be 283
mph!
Lockhart’s team understood power-toweight ratio like no other world record
setter of the day. Muroc had proven to
Lockhart that if frontal area and weight
were kept to minimum he could go much
faster with a lot less cubic inch displacement. The Black Hawk had a 6:1 lead. So
simple. So smart.
Continued on Page 216
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Not so smart was his approach to tire
testing. Lockhart
a shotgun at an
LSR tire as it was spinning around his
anticipated 225 mph. The resulting blowout induced a wicked vibration that tore
the test machine and parts of the building
to pieces.
Lockhart’s meteoric rise to racing fame
ended at age 25 on the sands of what we
now call Daytona Beach. On April 25,
1928, young wife Ella (who worked on
the car in the shop), together with an
assembled crowd watched in horror as
America’s brightest star was prematurely
extinguished, but whose reputation is
216

somewhat legend today.
It is the mythic proportions that Sarah
Morgan-Wu and James O’Keefe have
tidied up in the hardbound dust-jacketed
256 page historical keystone based on
actual historical records and documentation. I expect it will easily become the
“go-to” reference manual on Frank Lockhart.
Printed on archival paper, bound in a
wear-resistant cover, hefty dust jacket
with a handy red ribbon bookmark, the
178 photographs and illustrations – many
in a new
full-page – the book is the
Racemaker Press American Racing History Series.
Sadly, only 25 pages of text recount the
years at speed com“Boy Wonder’s”
peting on the dirt, board, brick and sand.
It is a pity about the lack of footnotes and
citations considering the brief text, strong
credentials of the authors and their obvious intent to anchor historical facts.
Another 53 pages of appendices
include his race results, period news clips,
ads, a detailed Firestone tire technical
report, analysis of the two Daytona accidents and Lockhart’s patent for the
intercooler that obliged him to design
and build one of the
working downdraft carburetors.
You’ll
the family birth, death and
marriage
as well as a complete
inventory of Lockhart’s shop when he
died. Possessed of fearless driving ability,
Lockhart, like Teague, abhorred the limelight and preferred to let his machines
and driving give testimony. He drove his
standard 91 Miller racer to a new International Class F speed record of 164 mph
in April 1927 on Muroc dry lake -- at
times only on two wheels. Doing so with
less displacement than the
engines used by rivals Ray Keech
(5,00CID in 3-V12’s) and Malcolm
Campbell (1,464 CID Napier) catapulted
Lockhart to motorsports prominence.
In my opinion, had Lockhart run his
Black Hawk Special on the salt he would
have surely knocked the land speed
record up so far that Malcolm Campbell
would have stayed in England and
stewed. I’d also bet that he and Ab Jenkins would have been great compatriots
of speed. But that’s all wishful dreaming
on my part.
Judge for yourself. The images taken of
the land speed engine and driveline are as
impressive as ANYTHING on the cutting edge today. The many race shots and
group shots are your visual “pit pass”
back to the golden age of the American
racing cars.
I commend Morgan-Wu and O’Keefe
for taking the time to also track down and
report back on what happened to all of
Lockhart’s racecars after his death. It is
here readers might come to grasp how
a contributor Lockhart was to the
racing scene because what he designed
and built put many others in the winner’s
circle for many years afterwards.
The Black Hawk engine was salvaged
from the beach wreck and set many new
records at Indy including qualifying up

front for 18 years afterwards. That’s the
way to earn a legacy and dispel legend.
Frank Lockhart - American Speed Kingis
waiting for you at: www.racemaker.com
or by calling 617-723-6533. List Price:
$75 ISBN 13: 978 1935240 03 7
Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann
Noeth is the authoress of the critically
acclaimed, Bonneville: The Fastest Place on
Earth , a complete historical review from
1896 to 1997. She also appears in the Ab
Jenkins documentary Boys of Bonneville
.
For more details and to order, go to:
www.landspeedproductions.biz.
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